1. **POTENTIAL REFORMS:**
   - Radical independence from fossil energy resources
   - Support for EU & non-EU countries & societies hit strongest by consequences of economic war against Russia
   - Rebuilding Ukraine including potential security guarantees
   - Re-thinking foreign, security & defence policy
   - Enhancement of EU’s strategic autonomy (multiple dimensions)
   - Re-energising enlargement
   - Strengthening & modernising EU democracy

2. **IMPLEMENTATION OF POLICY REFORMS/INNOVATIONS:**
   - Detailed list of reforms/innovations to be determined in WISE WOMEN’S GROUP Report
   - Clear determination of who decides on what and in which format (how)
   - Implementation by all EU institutions in accordance with their respective roles & competences

3. **EU INSTITUTIONS LAUNCH TREATY ORDINARY REVISION PROCEDURE (ARTICLE 48 TEU):**
   - Led by Chair & two Vice-Chairs
   - Clear mandate reflecting “WISE WOMEN’S GROUP” Report
   - Predefined timetable
   - Representatives of other EU bodies & CSOs participate as observers
   - Representatives of candidate countries participate as observers
   - Additional CITIZENS’ DIMENSION: European Citizens’ Panels (ECPs) including randomly selected citizens provide input to convention
   - Ambassadors of ECPs participate as observers

4. **CONVENTION:**
   - COMPOSED OF REPRESENTATIVES OF NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS | HOSOG | EP | COM

5. **INTERGOVERNMENTAL CONFERENCE:**
   - REPRESENTATIVES OF EU GOVERNMENTS

6. **ENTRY INTO FORCE OF NEW TREATY:**
   - TBD

7. **JULY 2022:**
   - EUROPEAN COUNCIL LAUNCHES ‘WISE WOMEN’S GROUP’
     - IDENTIFIES KEY POLICY REFORMS AND NECESSARY TREATY AMENDMENTS IN NEW ERA
     - FILTER 1: NEW ERA
       - KEY POLICY REFORMS IN LIGHT OF ‘NEW ERA’
     - FILTER 2: TREATY AMENDMENT
       - PRELIMINARY LIST OF TREATY AMENDMENTS REFLECTING ADAPTATION NEEDS & COFOE REPORT

8. **TREATY AMENDMENTS:**
   - HEALTH – provide EU with shared competences in certain health matters (Art. 168 TFEU)
   - SOCIAL POLICY – introduction of “social progress protocol” to the Treaty
   - FOREIGN & SECURITY POLICY – extension of qualified majority voting (QMV) to human rights & sanctions
   - DEFENCE – possibility to finance operations having military/defence implications for EU budget
   - RULE OF LAW – make art. 7 TEU subject to QMV or to ‘passerelle clause’
   - INSTITUTIONAL ADAPTABILITY – moving general ‘passerelle clause’ to QMV

9. **OCTOBER 2022:**
   - EU INSTITUTIONS LAUNCH TREATY ORDINARY REVISION PROCEDURE (ARTICLE 48 TEU)

10. **EUROPEAN COUNCIL:**
    - PRESIDENCY PRIORITIES
    - COUNCIL OF MINISTERS
    - EUROPEAN COMMISSION
    - EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

11. **ADDITIONAL NECESSARY TREATY AMENDMENTS TRIGGERED BY POLICY REFORMS/INNOVATIONS**
    - Additional CITIZENS’ DIMENSION: European Citizens’ Panels (ECPs) including randomly selected citizens provide input to convention
    - Ambassadors of ECPs participate as observers

12. **EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT:**
    - COFOE CONCLUSIONS REQUIRE TREATY CHANGE
    - CALL A EUROPEAN CONVENTION

13. **COFOE CITIZENS FEEDBACK**
    - 49 PROPOSALS | >300 MEASURES

14. **INSTITUTIONAL ADAPTABILITY:**
    - Radically redefined timetable reflecting adaptation needs & COFOE report

15. **TBD:**
    - RATIFICATION OF TREATY AMENDING TEU AND TFEU

16. **CONFERENCE ON THE FUTURE OF EUROPE (COFOE):**
    - MULTILINGUAL DIGITAL PLATFORM | EUROPEAN CITIZENS’ PANELS | WORKING GROUPS | CONFERENCE PLENARY
    - FINAL REPORT
    - 49 PROPOSALS | >300 MEASURES